
 

How to… 

Create an Opportunity for assessment 
 

This is a quick guide for connecting a donor and recipient post to create an Opportunity in Wheatley 

Watersource and assess that Opportunity against licence conditions and environmental legislation.  

Both donor and recipient must contact one another outside of the Wheatley Watersource platform to 

discuss the arrangement. Staying in regular contact with one another is an important part of the process. 

(This is still a pilot and therefore features such as Live Chat are not yet available but may well be in the 

future.) 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

                                                                

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

b) Check information shown in the left (green=donor) and right (purple=recipient) information boxes 

correctly reflects the arrangement and update where necessary. 

④ Creating and editing an Opportunity for assessment 

a) TIP: Save Opportunity immediately – you may be taken 

to a list of Opportunities that you are either donor or 

recipient for. To access and edit the Opportunity you are 

interested in, double click on the Opportunity from this 

list. You must save to create the Opportunity, and only 

then will the assess button become available.  

 

NOTE:  Information is auto-populated from the trade 

posts, user account information and licence conditions 

 

① Go to www.wheatleywatersource.co.uk, and log into your account (you will need to 

have completed registration). 

② On the left-hand menu select “Trade Posts” 

 

 

 

 

③ Matching donor and recipient posts 

a) Find your post and click on ‘Select trade opportunity’ on 

the post – the button will turn green. 

b) Find the opposing post and click on “Select trade 

opportunity” so it also turns green. 

c) When two posts are selected, the “Create trade 

opportunity” button (top right) turns green – click on it. 

NOTE: At first each list is sorted by distance from your home location. 

When clicking a ‘Post’ they are re-ordered e.g. clicking on an ‘I have 

water’ post automatically sorts the ‘I need water’ posts automatically 

with the nearest at the top. 

The ‘Post’ also expands to show more details. 

The map shows the post’s location, as well as abstraction points (grey) 

with no associated posts.  
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NOTE: It is also possible to upload and share other supporting documents and photographs using the Supporting 

document Tab. 

TIP: Either the donor or recipient can access an Opportunity, edit and re-assess as often as needed  –  always 

remember to Save whenever making changes. 

http://www.wheatleywatersource.co.uk/


 

 

In the case of Fast Trade, clicking on the Fast Trade button confirms the donor and recipient plan to 

share/trade water as per information provided.  The Opportunity status (d) changes from Opportunity to 

Intent to trade, awaiting donor or recipient to return and close the Opportunity once water has been 

shared. 

TIP: If any of the traffic lights are amber or red, there is always opportunity to alter the arrangement 

through negotiation e.g. changing volumes being shared to align with licence conditions, and to re-assess as 

many times as necessary.  

If traffic lights remain amber or red, helpful messages explain why this might be and you may need to 

seek advice from the Environment Agency or provide a Pre-Application for a new licence or variation in 

licence. Wheatley Watersource provides the means to collect information and submit a Pre-Application 

digitally to the EA’s Permitting Office (button bottom right). 

NOTE: It is not possible for Wheatley Watersource to have up to the minute information on water volumes 

already extracted vs amounts allowed under abstraction licences.  Responsibility for ensuring licence 

conditions are met will always remain with the licence holder and not Wheatley Solutions or Wheatley 

Watersource. 

TIP: If you are sure licence conditions and environmental legislation is being adhered to, but one or more 

traffic lights are not shown as green, then it is possible to manually change the Opportunity status from 

‘opportunity’ to ‘ intent to trade' by the status field under the recipient information column.  This flexibility 

exists as this is a pilot. 

IMPORTANT: Information held against an Opportunity, including documents and photographs, is 

confidential and accessible only by the donor and recipient.  Information is only shared with the 

Environment Agency if either party have submitted a Pre-Application. 
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⑤ The assessment 

a) Click on Assess trade button 

b) A traffic light assessment is shown, together with 

helpful hints 

c) If all lights are green, Fast Trade is likely, and the Fast 

Trade button (bottom right) becomes available.  


